Generating a Publications List from Adelaide Research and Scholarship

It is possible to automatically generate a publications list from the Adelaide Research and Scholarship database for any individual or community within the University of Adelaide. This list can then be added to your Staff Directory page, or any other web page to produce an automatically-updated bibliography.

1: Generating a publications list for an individual (or more than one individual)

Navigate to – http://digital.library.adelaide.edu.au/cgi-bin/workslist.pl

For publications by an individual (or individuals), enter the relevant University ID number(s) (eg. a1234567, a7654321) in the box provided, as below –

Enter University ID (e.g. a1234567,a7654321,a7182736): 
or Community/Collection Handle (e.g. 2440/47537):

'List of works' Heading

By default, a bibliography will include the header List of works for [your name] at the beginning if generating a list for a single University ID number (this heading won’t appear if generating a list for multiple IDs). Tick the Suppress 'List of works' Heading box if you don’t want this main header to appear.

Sort Order

Results can be sorted by –

- Year (of publication)
- Type (eg. Journal article, Conference paper, Book chapter, etc.)

The default action will select all publications in the database for that individual or Community/School and sort and group publications firstly by year of publication in descending order and then alphabetically by type, then by first author and then by title.

You can decide whether Type or Year is used as the first level for sorting by selecting the appropriate radio button.

Results can be displayed in descending order by ticking the Desc box. You are most likely to apply this to Year so that most recent publications are displayed first.

Special Order for Type

It is possible to customise the sort order of Types of material by selecting publication types from the right-hand Available Types box and adding them to the Special Order for Type box on the left.
EXAMPLE: Generate a bibliography sorted by Type, with Journal articles appearing first, with all other Types of material to follow alphabetically by Type, sorted within each category by Year of publication, in reverse chronological order.

First click the Type radio button in Sort by Level 1.

Then click the Year and Desc radio buttons in Sort by Level 2.

Select Journal article from the list of Available Types in the right-hand list, then click the Add button. This will move Journal article into the Special Order for Type box. (All other Types of material will follow, sorted alphabetically by type)

Please note: journal articles will appear under the type Journal article, not Journal.

Important note: The list of types is dynamically generated from all types in the database. Any publications list is always going to contain only a limited number of all the possible types. All types of publications by a particular individual or Community/School will always be displayed. It is not possible to exclude material of any particular type from the results generated.

It may be advisable to first generate the list without any special sort order so that you can see exactly under which types your works have been classified.

Years to Display

Leaving all fields in this box blank will select all publications, regardless of year of publication.

There are several variations possible on this basic output, using the following fields –

Number of Years to Display
Use this if you want to restrict display to recent years, inclusive of the current year.
For example Number of Years = 5 currently will display 2007-2011 publications only. Then from January 2012 it will display 2008-2012 publications only.
Specific Year to Display
Use this if you want to display one year’s publications only. 
Enter the year in full (eg. 2005)

Suppress Year Heading
Check this box if you don’t want to display the date header. 
(You may want to use this in conjunction with the Specific Year to Display box where you have included the year of publication as part of the display)

Get Works!

Finally, click the Get works button located at the bottom of the page to generate your publications list.

Should you wish to amend your search/sort parameters after the list has been generated, click the show search entry button located at the top of the results page –

```
To add an automatically-updated bibliography to your web page, insert this HTML code into the appropriate place:

<script type="text/javascript" src="http://digital.library.adelaide.edu.au/cgi-bin/workslist.pl?author=a123456&orderBy=year%20desc%2Ctype%2Cauthors%2Ctitle&js=1"></script>
```

There will be a HTML code box below this show search entry button, which can then be embedded in web pages to produce an automatically-updated bibliography (refer next page).

2: Generating a publications list for a Community/Collection

Community/Collection Handle

[Please note: If no community/collection exists for groups of people whose publications you want to aggregate, then instead refer to 1. Generating a publications list for an individual or more than one individual above]

A community can be as large as a whole faculty or can be down to the school or discipline level.

To generate a publications list for a particular community/school it is first necessary to determine the unique ID for your community. To do this, browse the AR&S Community list at -


For example, if you browse to the School of Veterinary Science you’ll see a display as shown on the next page.
The URL for this page is http://digital.library.adelaide.edu.au/dspace/handle/2440/47537 and therefore the unique ID for this community is the last few digits of the URL after /2440/ (i.e. 47537).

To generate a publications list for a community or collection, enter the unique ID for this community/collection obtained in Step 1 into the box provided, as below –

```
Enter University ID (e.g. a1234567,a7854321,a7182736): 
```

```
or Community/Collection Handle (e.g. 2440/47537): 
```

3: Adding an Automatically-Updated Bibliography to Your Staff Directory Page

This procedure assumes some familiarity with editing your Staff Directory page. See - https://www.adelaide.edu.au/webguide/special/staff_dir/ for details

1. Navigate to your Staff Directory page and [Login].
   (http://www.adelaide.edu.au/directory/firstname.lastname)
2. Choose <Add homepage information> from the Edit information column on the left.

3. Choose <Publications> as the Category from the drop down list.
4. Select <HTML>
5. Paste the script generated earlier (refer page 4 above) into the HTML box.

6. Select <Update> at the bottom let hand corner. This will return you to the previous screen. NB at this stage you will not see the list displayed.

7. Click the <Save> button and you should now see the list of publications.

8. If you would like to reformat the page or make further amendments, select <Edit> and continue, or else [Logout].